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This article has been viewed 63, times. Learn more Air pollution problems have led to higher
standards for cars to reduce emissions. Since the early s, the Bosch oxygen sensor has been
standard equipment on many vehicles, including Honda. Know how to check Honda oxygen
sensors to keep your emissions down. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you access
to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping you
safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public health and economic
crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes
in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to create more
in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of instructional content
with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a contribution to wikiHow
today. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
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use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
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Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Understand how Honda oxygen sensors work. A
lean fuel mixture with more oxygen in the exhausts causes the voltage to drop 0. A balanced air
and fuel mixture averages around 0. Check your oxygen sensors regularly. Find out how many
Honda oxygen sensors your vehicle has. Some vehicles introduced two Bosch oxygen sensors
on V6 and V8 engines in the late s. The number of Honda oxygen sensors doubled when
Onboard Diagnostics II was developed in the mids. Check for extra oxygen sensors near the
catalytic converter. Test your Bosch oxygen sensors if you've been using leaded gasoline, have
a problem with coolant leaks or frequently add oil to your car. A Honda oxygen sensor may fail
if it becomes contaminated by silicone from gasket sealers , phosphorus or lead. Check oxygen
sensors for other causes of failure, including mechanical stress or environmental factors such
as road splash. Pay attention to any of the following signs of trouble coupled with a check
engine light on the dashboard: Emissions test failure. Drivability issues, such as hesitation.
Increased fuel consumption. Borrow or purchase a good quality digital voltmeter. Analog
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process if you don't see a change in the voltage. Start the car and run the engine at at least 2,
RPM for a few minutes to warm up the sensor. You may need to rev the engine a few times.
Look for several cross counts passing the 0. This indicates closed looped operation and tells
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when:. There are also some less likely problems that can cause P Typically, the only symptom
of P is going to be the service engine soon light. In some cases, there can be other symptoms
as well. These symptoms include:. But, like anything that causes the service engine soon light
to come on it is a good idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. A poor air fuel mixture going
through the catalytic converter. Here are the most common issues that cause the P code in the
Honda Accord. They are presented in order somewhat of most to least likely to cause the
problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light comes on, even for a
second, you know that you have a short circuit causing the P trouble code. Good luck finding
whatever caused P in your Honda Accord. If you have anything that you would like to add,
please feel free to leave a comment below. The code is triggered when: The voltage at the
sensor remains above threshold for 20 seconds or more. The air fuel sensor stays in rich biased
mode for too long. Honda Accord P Symptoms Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be
the service engine soon light. Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The O2 sensor itself is one of the most
likely reasons that P is triggering your service engine soon light. See directly below. They are
relatively affordable at Autozone or Amazon. Wiring Harness Issues â€” The wiring that goes to
the front and rear oxygen sensors is very susceptible to damage. This is due to the fact that O2
sensors are under the chassis where they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they
are subjected to a lot of exhaust heat. Damage to the Terminal â€” The terminal that the oxygen
sensor connects to the plug is also relatively susceptible to damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If
you are getting P after having recently replaced your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the
replacement is wrong or bad. Conclusion Good luck finding whatever caused P in your Honda
Accord. The oxygen sensor fits on the exhaust system. It sends vital information about the
oxygen levels in the vehicle's emissions to the engine control unit. While this is not the original
equipment for the vehicle, Denso has crafted this oxygen sensor to meet the same
specifications that the original oxygen sensor must fulfill. This is an upstream sensor that
installs easily. Denso recommends using this oxygen sensor on Honda Accords with model
years , , , , , , , , and Note that this sensor should not be used on Accords made from through
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components of your emission system is your Honda's oxygen sensor. This sensor monitors the
total amount of oxygen found in the exhaust stream of your motor, and then adjusts the fuel
ratio so your vehicle will run at its fullest potential for the given load. After it determines the O2
levels it senses in the stream, it then dispatches the information to the ECU to employ specific
alterations to the amount of fuel to deliver for your engine's air fuel ratio mixture. Most vehicles
will simply have one oxygen sensor in the exhaust manifold, while others may have up to 3
sensors found there and in the catalytic converters. Removing and replacing an oxygen sensor
is not extremely difficult, but with the right adapter tools, accessories and some patience,
swapping it out will be a breeze. Unplug any associated electrical connectors on the sensor, use
an O2 sensor socket adapter to remove the old one and prepare to install your new Honda
oxygen sensor. So if your miles per gallon starts to drop off and your check engine warning
light becomes lit with an oxygen sensor code thrown, your O2 sensor may be to blame. You
know that you love Honda, but do you know what sets it apart from the competition? The
answer is simple - Honda genuine parts and accessories. Only OEM Honda parts can fit your car
perfectly and make your car a master on the road again. Yes, we support international shipping,
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Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Click to Enlarge. Bosch Oxygen Sensor. Features:
Premium Bosch oxygen sensors are designed to improve fuel economy while reducing harmful
emissions Direct Fit includes OE Connector for easy installation Performance meets or exceeds
OE specifications True Direct-fit OE connectors and harness. Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Upstream.
Product List Price:. Features: OE-Equivalent. Direct fit for easy installation. OE Style connectors
and wire lengths. Base ceramic probe of Zirconium and Yttrium. Patented Platinum Power Grid.
Fine particle filter. From overall sensor design to the critical ceramic element, Bosch is known
worldwide for quality and performance. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Bosch W
Oxygen Sensor. Notes: OE Connector - Exc. Caifornia At catalyst outlet. California At exhaust
manifold outlet. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Upstream.
Denso W Oxygen Sensor. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Denso Oxygen Sensor.
Features: Designed to detect the amount of oxygen in the exhaust system Constructed from
high quality material Features double protection layer, aluminum oxide trap layer, PTFE filter
and stainless steel housing Manufactured with precision to meet OE standards Easy
installation. Quality Replacement Sensor. Notes: Universal -- O. Quality Universal Replacement
Sensor. Features: Manufactured to the highest O. Features: Quality Tested - built to a strict level
of product standards. Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific
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Features: Designed to meet or exceed OE specifications in form, fit and function. Direct fit
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emissions. Walker Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Front. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar

technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor coating helps
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fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen
sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards. Position s Front, Rear. For
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Quick install. January 29th, Posted by Honda Accord Bosch oxygen sensor. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Honda Accord. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Vehicle Honda Accord. Catalog: Q. Smart design
consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar technology covers older, conical
design sensors Patented protective sensor coating helps prevent contamination OE tested to ,
miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing Validated for all fuel types, including ethanol blends
like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built
to Delphi's OE standards Position: Front Condition: New Position s Front Shipping Options:
Ground This Part Fits:. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar
technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor coating helps
prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing Validated for all
fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen
sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards Position: Front Condition:
New Position s Front, Rear. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi
planar technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor coating
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for all fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for
oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards Position: Rear
Condition: New Position s Rear Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Smart design
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Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Position Honda Accord. Catalog: C. Our mobile mechanics offer
services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can
come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. With each new model year,
manufacturers are adding more oxygen sensors to better manage engine operation. Some high
performance engines have an oxygen sensor for each cylinder as well as one for the rear of
each catalytic convertor. The sensors are located either underneath the hood or underneath the
car. The oxygen sensors are connected screwed to the exhaust pipe, either in front or back of
the catalytic converter. The front upstream sensors measure the amount of oxygen in the
exhaust system. The purpose of the front oxygen sensor s is to measure how rich or lean the
gases are as the gases exit the combustion chamber. Depending upon whether the exhaust gas
is lean high in oxygen content or rich low in oxygen content , the amount of fuel entering the
engine is adjusted by the engine management computer to try and maintain an ideal mixture
that produces the lowest emissions output from the catalytic convertor. Rear downstream
sensors are located behind the catalytic converter. The purpose of the rear oxygen sensor s is
to monitor the oxygen content of the exhaust gases leaving the catalytic convertor. If one or
more of the oxygen sensors are faulty, your car may not pass the emissions test. If you drive
your car with a faulty oxygen sensor, you may get poor gas mileage and it can damage the
catalytic converter. Keep up with the tune-ups. If check engine light is on, don't drive the car too
long without getting it inspected. If check engine light is flashing, pull over and get the car
towed to avoid costly repairs. Ask the mechanic to inspect the vacuum hoses and leaks in the
exhaust system. If the vacuum hose or exhaust system is leaking, it will display an oxygen

sensor fault code. Replacing an oxygen sensor may not fix the problem. Your vehicle has
multiple oxygen sensors, and they all help the car run optimally. The front sensors measure
how much oxygen is in the exhaust stream to measure how rich or lean the gases leaving the
gas chamber are. The rear sensors measure the oxygen content of the gases as they leave the
catalytic converter. Because cars depend on an ideal fuel-to-air ratio to function optimally, the
oxygen sensors are leaned on for engine performance. When your oxygen sensors fail your car
will run less smoothly, get worse mileage, and have worse emissions. Honda Accord Oxygen
Sensor Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. When replacing the oxygen sensor remember: Many oxygen
sensors are damaged by leaking oil or coolant. If that is the case, the cause of that leak needs to
be identified and repaired, or else the replacement oxygen sensor will be damaged as well. New
vehicles require specific oxygen sensors, and not the universal sensors that were common
prior to How it's done: Scan the computer in the car for codes. Inspect for vacuum leaks and
holes in the exhaust system. Remove and replace the oxygen sensor if it is bad. Check
electrical connections. Check for proper operation of oxygen sensors. Clear diagnostic codes.
Test drive car. Our recommendation: Keep up with the tune-ups. What common symptoms
indicate you may need to replace the Oxygen Sensor? Check Engine light is on. Car is getting
poor gas mileage. Emission test fails. How important is replacing the oxygen sensor?
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from Honda owners like you. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Alexander 5 years of experience. Request Alexander. He is a
trustworthy mechanic and he Knows his work very well. Luis 28 years of experience. Request
Luis. Luis is a true pro. Prompt, patient and friendly. He took care of the issue and then worked
with me to get the right part from a local shop so he could complete the repair. Goes above and
beyond what you expect. Mechanics like Luis are what make YourMechanic great. I can't believe
people go to shops when pros like Luis can fix things right at your house. Deuwn 0 years of
experience. Request Deuwn. A true professional mechanic. Alex 4 years of experience. Request
Alex. Thank you. How can we help? Read FAQ. For more information go to Leaded fuel can
easily result in oxygen sensor damage in just a short time. If the Honda Accord has been
running rich for a long period, its O2 sensor can get plugged up or even totally damaged. Also,
antifreeze, undercoating, or oil on the outside of the sensor can damage it. A silicone gasket
sealer that doesn't come with "Oxygen sensor safe" or "Sensor safe" label shouldn't be used in
any part connected to the crankcase, including oil pan, valve covers, or other gasket or seal that
controls engine oil as it can also lead to silicone poisoning in the oxygen sensor. The DIYer
needs to remove the sensor from the engine and inspect it for signs of irreparable damage. If it
turns out that the oxygen sensor only requires cleaning, a container filled with gasoline will be
needed because the O2 sensor will be submerged there. With the container closed, it should be
rotated in such a way that the water inside swirls; this will allow the liquid to take dirt away from
the sensor. It should be left submerged in the gasoline overnight. In the morning, the gasoline
should again be agitated by rotating the container. The sensor thread area must be soaked with
a high-quality and power-penetrating lubricant. It also pays to start and rev the engine as this
can help loosen the sensor by heating up the bung. DIYers with an open end wrench should try
an oxygen sensor socket; more torque can be generated if a breaker bar or a long ratchet will be
used along with the socket. If all these techniques still fail, the bug should be heated using a
torch until it becomes cherry red. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda Accord Oxygen Sensor. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:.
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s. Jan 30, Works great. Michael J Chekan Jr. Purchased on Jan 19, Dec 19, Loved it!! Tiffany
Brown. Purchased on Dec 08, Nov 30, Replacement oem. Replacement with my catalytic
converter. James Belanger. Purchased on May 22, Show More. Honda Accord Oxygen Sensor
Guides. How can the oxygen sensor of the Honda Accord be cleaned? What can be done to
make the oxygen sensor easy to remove from the engine? Frequently Asked Questions. What
can damage the Honda Accord oxygen sensor? Helpful Automotive Resources. If the mixture

contains excessive amounts of air, the PCM will add more fuel to balance out the lean mixture.
Conversely, too much fuel leads to a rich mixture, and the computer compensates accordingly.
It refers to the side where the number 1 cylinder is located. Note that there is only one bank if
your car has a straight engine. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

